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1. Introduction 
In [21] (see also [22]) a general theorem was proved to fully describe the structure 
of a Hausdorff space which is a continuous image of an ordered continuum. However, 
this theorem cannot be applied to prove that the Hahn-Mazurkiewicz theorem holds 
for a wide class CF’ of continua, when the structure of members of CF’ is still unknown. 
And this is the case of CF’ = {hereditarily locally connected continua}. Therefore we 
will use quite different methods to establish the fact that each hereditarily locally 
connected continuum is a continuous image of a (Hausdorff) arc. The starting point 
is the following corollary to a general theorem of MardeSiC [9]: each hereditarily 
locally connected continuum is a limit of some inverse system of metric hereditarily 
locally connected continua with monotone bonding surjections. This approach 
appears to be very nice because in [26] we proved that each inverse limit space can 
be obtained as a result of an iterated procedure of taking limits of transfinite inverse 
sequences. 
Hereditarily locally connected continua were studied by Simone [33-351, and 
Pearson [30], however there are still many questions concerning their structure. We 
believe that this paper will show methods to answer all those questions. In particular, 
it will be proved below that each hereditarily locally connected continuum is a 
rational space. 
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Recall that the Hahn-Mazurkiewicz theorem was earlier proved for some nice 
classes of continua: about 1974 Brouwer, Cornette and Pearson proved that each 
dendron is a continuous image of an arc [l, 2, 271; then Pearson and Ward showed 
that each rim-finite continuum is a continuous image of an arc [28,42]; and the 
best result in this direction was obtained by Tymchatyn [40], who proved that each 
finitely Suslinian continuum is a continuous image of an arc. Tymchatyn’s argument 
was as follows: if X is a finitely Suslinian continuum, then let J be any family of 
finite dendrons in X which is maximal with respect to the property that J is directed 
by inclusion. Then U J = X and J approximates X. Hence, by a theorem of Ward 
[43], X is a continuous image of an arc. Note that this method works just in the 
case of X being finitely Suslinian. Recall also that in [29] an example was given of 
a “hereditarily locally connected continuum” which is a continuous image of no 
arc. However, in [21] it was pointed out that the example of [29] is not a compact 
space; see also [24, Problem 11. 
Recall that surveys concerning the Hahn-Mazurkiewicz problem can be found 
in [lo and 391; see also [24 and 211. Moreover, the reader is referred to [13] for a 
survey of basic results on dendrons, and to [8] for a survey of results on linearly 
ordered spaces. 
2. Preliminaries 
We consider Hausdorff spaces only. 
A continuum means a compact connected Hausdorff space. An arc (ordered 
continuum) is a continuum with exactly two non-cut points which are also called 
its end-points. It is well known that arcs are the same as compact linearly ordered 
topological spaces, and each separable arc is homeomorphic to the closed interval 
[0, l] of real numbers. Recall that a continuum X is said to be 
(a) a dendron (tree, compact tree-like space, compact dendritic space, dendrite) 
provided, for any x, y E X, x # y, there exists ZE X such that x, y lie in distinct 
components of X - {z}; 
(b) rim-jnite (regular) if X has a basis B such that bd( U) is finite for each U E B; 
(c) jinitely Suslinian provided, for any open covering U of X and any family A 
of pairwise disjoint subcontinua of X, the family { YE A: Y is not contained in any 
VE U} is finite; 
(d) hereditarily locally connected if each subcontinuum of X is locally connected; 
(e) rational if X has a basis B such that bd( CJ) is countable for each U E B. 
Recall also that, [40, Lemma 2, p. 1241, arcsc dendronsc rim-finite continuac 
finitely Suslinian continua c hereditarily locally connected continua. Moreover, it 
is well known, [7], that each metrizable hereditarily locally connected continuum 
is rational. 
If X, Y are topological spaces and f: X + Y, then f is said to be a monotone map 
provided f is continuous and f-‘(y) is connected, for any y E Y. 
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Let X be a dendron. Then X is a uniquely arcwise connected space, i.e., for 
any x, y E X, x # y, there exists exactly one arc I in X the end-points of which 
are x, y. This arc will be denoted by I = [x, y]. As usual, we will write [x, x] = {x}, 
~~~Y~=IY~~I=~~,YI-~Y~ and Ix,Y[=[x,Y~-CX,Y}. 
A point x E X is said to be an end-point of X provided X -{x} is connected. 
Saying equivalently, x is an end-point of X if x @ ]y, z[ for any y, z E X. The set of 
all end-points of X will be denoted by E(X). X is said to be a finite dendron 
provided E(X) is a finite set. 
Choose a point e E X and, for any x, y E X, let x G.J’ provided x E [e, y]. Then 
cc, is a partial ordering on X which satisfies the following acyclicity condition: if 
x,y,z~X,~~,~andy~.z,theneitherx~.yor~~~.x.Wewillsaythat~~,isa 
cut-point ordering on X with respect to the base-point e. 
ForanyxEX wewillwriteI(x)={y~X:y<.x},L(x)={y~X:y~~,x}=I(x)u 
{x}, m(x)={y~X: x <.J} and M(x)={y~x: x ~.y}=m(x)u{x}. It can be 
proved [19; 17, Theorem 5.11, p. 2551; see also [20, 41, 15, 16, 14, 18, 361 that the 
family P={m(x): xEX}u(X-M(x): xEX} . IS a sub-basis for open sets in X. 
Clearly, [e, x] = L(x) and [e, x[ = I(x) for any x E X. 
2.1. Lemma. Let X he a dendron and e E X. For each x E X -{e}, let D, denote the 
component qf X -{x} such that e E D,. Then the,family 
S = {D,, n . . . n D,,: x, , . , x,, E X -{e}, and if i fj, then x,, x, are in 
distinct components qf X -{e}, n = 1, 2, . .} 
is a local basis of X at the point e, i.e., S consists of open sets, e E V for each V E S, 
and if LJ is an open neighbourhood of e in X, then there exists V E S such that V c LJ. 
Proof. Again let sp denote the cut-point ordering on X with respect to the base-point 
e. Clearly, e & m(x) for any x E X. Thus each basic neighbourhood U of e is of the 
form: 
U = (X - M(y,)) n. . . n (X - M(y,)). 
Observe that D,., = X - M(y,). It follows that S consists of open sets. 
Note that [e, y,] n [e, y2] = [e, y] f or some y E X. Suppose that y,, y2 are in the 
same component C of X -{e}. It follows that e # y. Let 
U’=(X-M(y))n(X-M(y,))n...n(X-M(y,)). 
Obviously, eE U’c U and U’ is open. Now, it is easy to construct by induction a 
set VESsuchthat VcZJ. 0 
The following lemma is rather obvious. 
2.2. Lemma. Let X, Y be nondegenerate dendrons, X n Y = (4, xc, E X, A = {C: C is 
a component of X -{x,,}} and, ,for each C E A, let y(, be any point of Y. Then there 
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exists a (unique up to a homeomorphism) dendron Z such that 
(a) Yc 2, and 
(b) there exists a one-to-one and onto correspondence u : A + B, where B = {D: D 
is a component of Z - Y}, with the property that C is homeomorphic to p(C) and 
bd(p(C))=y,forany CEA. 
For each C E A, let hc : t.~ (C) + C be a homeomorphism, and define f: Z + X by the 
formulasf(z)=x, ifzE Y, andf(z)=h,(z) ifz~p(C) forsomeCEA. Thenfisa 
monotonesurjection such thatf -‘(x0) = Yandf -‘( x ) 2s a singleton for any x E X - {x0}. 
Moreover, 
E(Z)=f-‘(E(X)-{x,})u(E(Y)-{y,-: CEA}). 
Let X be a compact space and A a family of closed subsets of X. We will say 
that A is a null-family provided, for each open covering U of X, the family { YE A: Y 
is not contained in any member of U} is finite. 
Recall that Pearson [30, p. 3261 gave the following definition: a decomposition 
G of a topological space X is said to be contracting if, for each x E X and each 
open set U containing x, there exists an open set V such that x E Vc U and each 
element of G intersecting V and not containing x is a subset of U. Clearly, each 
contracting decomposition of X into closed sets is upper semi-continuous. Moreover, 
it is easy to see that if X is compact and G is a decomposition of X into closed 
sets, then G is contracting if and only if G is a null-family. 
Recall also the following definition due to FedorEuk (see for example [4, p. 250; 
51): a map f :X+ Y is said to be fully closed at a point YE Y provided, for any 
finite covering {U, , . . . , U,} of f-‘(y) by open subsets of X, the set {y} u u:=, f # U, 
isopenin Y,wheref#A={f(a):f~‘(f(a))cA,a~X}foranyAcX.Iff isfully 
closed at each point y E Y, then f is called fully closed. 
It is rather easy to see that if X is compact, Y Hausdorff and f: X + Y is a 
continuous surjection, then f is fully closed if and only if {f-‘(y): y E Y} is a 
null-family (see [32, Lemma 7, p. 421 for more general results). 
2.3. Lemma. Let X be a hereditarily locally connected continuum, Y a Hausdorflspace, 
and f: X + Y a monotone surjection. Then Y is also a hereditarily locally connected 
continuum and f is fully closed. 
Proof. The first part is rather trivial (and well known), for the second part, see [30, 
Theorem 17, p. 3301. 0 
2.4. Lemma (see [33, Theorem 4, p. 2461). Let X be a continuum, K and L nonempty 
disjoint and closed subsets of X, and X, , X,, . . . subcontinua of X. If K n X, # 0 # 
Ln X,, and X,, n cl(i_l,,, Xi) = 0, for each n = 1, 2,. . ., then X is not hereditarily 
locally connected. 
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The following definition is due to Ward [43]: a family J of finite dendrons 
approximates a continuum X if 
(a) J is directed by inclusion, 
(b) I_. J is dense in X, and 
(c) for each open covering U of X there exists TU E J such that if TU = T E J 
and C is a component of T - T,, then C c V for some VE U. 
We will say that a subset A of a locally connected continuum X is a T-set in X 
if A is closed and bd(C) consists of exactly two points for each component C of 
X-A. 
In Section 4 below we will use some definitions and facts of the cyclic element 
theory in locally connected continua. They are straightforward generalizations of 
definitions and facts of the well-known metrizable case ([7, 441; compare this with 
[2, 451). Recall only that a subset Y of a locally connected continuum X is a cyclic 
element of X provided Y is connected and maximal with respect to the property: 
no point cuts Y. It follows that a cyclic element Y of a locally connected continuum 
X is a locally connected subcontinuum of X. 
The following lemma is a part of [21, Theorem 1.11. 
2.5. Lemma. If X is a locally connected continuum, then the following conditions are 
equivalent: 
(a) X is a continuous image of an arc; 
(b) X is a continuous image of a compact linearly ordered space; 
(c) there exists a family J ofjnite dendrons which approximates X; 
(d) if Y is a cyclic element of X and x, y, z E Y, then there exists a metrizable T-set 
A in Ysuch that x, y, zEA; 
(e) if Y is a cyclic element of X, then there exists a collection {A,, A,, . . .} of T-sets 
in Y such that for n = 1,2,. . . the following conditions hold: 
(1) A, is metrizable, 
(2) A, = A,+, , 
(3) if Z is a component of Y-A,,, then the set of all cut points of cl(Z) is 
contained in A,,+, , 
(4) if Z is a component of Y - A,, and C is a nondegenerate cyclic element of 
cl(Z), then the set C n A,,+, is metrizable and contains at least three points. 
Recall that the proof of (c)+(a) is due to Ward [43] and that an independent 
proof of (b)+(a) was given by Treybig [38]. 
In the sequel we will use standard terminology and notation concerning nets, 
inverse systems and their limits [3]. We recall only that an inverse system S of 
spaces X, with bonding maps fz, over a directed set (A, G), is denoted by S = 
(X,, fz, (A, s)). The natural projections of S are denoted by fa : lim inv S+ X,, 
a E A. If (A, s) is well ordered, then S is called a transjinite inverse sequence. 
Recall that if S = (X,, ft, (A, s)) is an inverse system such that each X, is a 
dendron and each fl is a monotone surjection, a, b E A, b s a, then X = lim inv S 
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is also a dendron (see for example [6, 131). Moreover, it is easy to see that if x E X 
and f;,(x) E E(X,) for each a E A, then XE E(X). 
2.6. Lemma. If X is a continuum which is a continuous image of an arc, then there 
exist a dendron Z and a continuous surjection ,f: Z + X such that f (z) # f (z’) provided 
z,z’~Z-E(Z) andz#z’. 
Proof. By Lemma 2.5, there exists a family J of finite dendrons which approximates 
X. Now, let us recall a construction due to Ward [43]. 
If S, T E J and S = T, then there exists the unique monotone retraction r.:: T + S. 
Since I is directed, we get an inverse system R = (T r,;, (J, c)). Let T, = lim inv R 
and note that T,, is a dendron. If (xr) E T,, then (x~) is a convergent net in X. 
Moreover, the function g : T, + X defined by g((xT)) = lim-rFJx-r is a continuous 
surjection. If T EJ, then there is a natural way to identify T with a subdendron of 
T, : T = {(xs) E TX: xg = xr if T c S}. Thus we may let T[, = I_, J c T,. Moreover, 
it is easy to see that T,-- Td = E( TK). 
Let Z = T, and f = g. Suppose that u, u E Z - E(Z) = T, - E( T,), u # v, and 
u = (u,), v = (v~). Let SE J be such that u, v E SC T&. Then us = uT and us = vr, 
for any T E J such that S c T. Hence the nets ( uT) and (v,) are eventually constant. 
It follows that us = f( u) #f(v) = vs. The proof is complete. q 
2.7. Lemma [26, Theorem 3.61. Let 021, V be classes qf continua and let 9 denote the 
class of all monotone surjections. Suppose that 
(a) iff: X + Y, X E %, Y is a Hausdorf space, andf E 9, then YE %, and 
(b) if LY is a limit ordinal number, (Y # 0, T = (X,, f,“, CY) is a transhnite inverse 
sequence such that X, E Y and f ,” E 9 for any y 4 f3 < a, and lim inv T = X E %, then 
x E ?f. 
If X E % and there exists an inverse system S= (X,, fl, (A, G)) such that X is 
homeomorphic to lim inv S, and X, E V, f: E 9 for any a, b E A, b s u, then X E V. 
2.8. Lemma [9, Theorem 2, p. 1631. [f X is a locally connected compact space, then 
there exists an inverse system S = (X,, ft, (A, s)) such that X is homeomorphic to 
lim inv S, each X, is a metrizable locally connected compact space, and each fi is a 
monotone surjection. 
2.9. Corollary. If X is a hereditarily locally connected continuum, then there exists an 
inverse system S = (X,, ft_‘, (A, s)) such that X is homeomorphic to lim inv S, each 
X, is a metrizable hereditarily locally connected continuum, and each fl is a monotone 
surjection. 
Proof. We let S be as in Lemma 2.8. Then each projection fa : lim inv S--z X, is a 
monotone surjection (see e.g. [31, corollary, p. 691). By Lemma 2.3, X, is a 
hereditarily locally connected continuum for any a E A. 0 
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3. The main result 
3.1. Lemma. Let X, Y be hereditarily locally connected continua, y, E Y, and let f : X -t 
Y be a monotone surjection such that,f-‘(y) IS a singleton for each y E Y - {y,,}. Suppose 
that X,, =,f- ‘(y(,) is a continuum which is a continuous image of an arc and that there 
exist a dendron N and a continuous surjection n : N + Y such that n(s) # n(t) for any 
s, t g N - E(N), s # t. Then there exist a dendron M, a monotone subjection g : M + N 
and a continuous surjection m : M + X such that n 0 g =,f 0 m and m(p) f m(q) for 
awp,qEM-E(M),p#q. 
Proof. If the set n-‘(y,,) - E(N) is nonempty, then it consists of exactly one point 
which will be denoted by so. If n-‘(y(,) = E(N), then let sn be any point of C’(y,). 
Let C be a component of N -{so} and take any point t,. E C-E(N). Then 
[fc-, so[c N-E(N). Hence nl,,C,,i,, isone-to-one,andso nILrC.,,,,:[tC, .sJ+n([k, s,,]) 
is a homeomorphism. Thus n([ t(., so]) is an arc with end-points n( tc.), y,,. Let 
I( =f-‘(n([t,., sJ)) whence I,. c X -X,,. We show that cl( I,.) - I<. = {xc.} for some 
xc. E x,,. 
Suppose that u, v E cl( Ic) - I(., u # v. Clearly U, u E X,,. Let U, V be open subsets 
of X such that u E CJ, v E V and cl(U) n cl( V) = (4. Recall that ,fl,,_ is one-to-one. 
For any a, b E I(,, let a < b provided f(b) separates f( a) and y. in n( [ t(., so]). Then 
< is a linear ordering on I,.. Observe that there exist points ui E I,. n U and U, E Z,. n V 
such that u, < o, < ui+, for i = 1, 2, . . . . Let J, = {w E I,.: u, < us s u,}, i = 1, 2, . ., and 
note that each J, is an arc and cl( U) n J, # fi # cl( V) n J,. Moreover, it is easy to see 
that -I, n cI(U,,, J,)=@ forj=1,2 ,.., . In fact, c~(U~,,~~)cX,,uu,,,~, and J,n 
X,-u. By Lemma 2.4, X is not hereditarily locally connected, a contradiction. 
We proved that cl( I<-) = I(. u {xc} for some xc. E X,,. Note that flu,<,, ,: cl( I,) + 
n([ t,., so]) is a homeomorphism. Let H = {x E X,,: x = xc. for some component C of 
N -{sJ}. 
By Lemma 2.6, there exist a dendron K and a continuous surjection k: K + X, 
such that k(p) f k(q) for any p, qE K -E(K), p # q. For technical reasons we 
assume that K n N = 0. For each x E H choose a point p\- E K such that k(p,) = x, 
and p\- .& E(K) provided k-‘(x) - E(K) # $4. We will write pc instead of p\- provided 
x = xc. for some component C of N -{.q,}. 
By Lemma 2.2, we get a dendron M such that K c M and there exists a one-to-one 
and onto correspondence 4: A + B, where A = {C: C is a component of N -{q}} 
and B = {D: D is a component of M - K}, with the property that C is homeomorphic 
to 4(C) and bd(@(C)) = p<., for any C E A. To simplify the notation, we assume 
thatM=KuN-{s,},A=Band+=id,. Let g : M -+ N be defined by the formulas: 
g(p) = p if p E C for some C E A, and g(p) = s,, if p E K. Then g is a monotone 
surjection. Moreover, E(M)=(E(N)-{s,,})u(E(K)-{pC: CEA}). 
Let G = n-‘(yo) -{s(,}. For each s E G take any t, E N-E(N) such that s,g [t,, s]. 
It follows that n( r,,,,l:[t,, s]+ n([t,, s]) is a homeomorphism. Let Z, =f-‘(n([t,5, s[)) 
whence I, c X -X,,. An argument similar to that above shows that cl(Z,) - I, = {x,} 
for some x, E X,,. 
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If SE G, then let m(s) =x,, and if SE K, then let m(s) = k(s). Suppose that 
SE M-(KuG)=N-({s,}uG). Then n(s)fy,, and sof~,(n(s))={x} for some 
x E X. We let m(s) = x. It easily follows that m is a well-defined map, m : M + X. 
Observe that m is a surjection, n 0 g =fo m and m(p) # m(q) for any p, q E 
M-E(M), p # q. It only remains to verify that m is continuous. Note that m([,,,, 
is continuous for any p, q E M. 
Since M -(K u G) is open in M, it follows that m is continuous at any point 
s E M - (K u G). Suppose that s E K and let U be an open neighbourhood of m(s) 
in X. We find an open neighbourhood V of s in M such that m( V) c U. Recall 
that m(s) E X,,. Let U, , U, be open neighbourhoods of m(s) in X such that 
cl(U,)c U,~Cl(U*)C u. 
Let P = {C: C is a component of K -{s}} and Q = {E: E is a component of 
M -{s}}. For each C E P let Ec denote the component of M -{s} such that C c Ec. 
Since k = ml K : K + X0 c X is continuous, there is an open neighbourhood V’ of s 
in K such that k( V’) = m( V’) c X0 n U, c U, . By Lemma 2.1, we may assume that 
V’= D,,n.. - n D,, , where t, E C, E P, C,. # C, if j’ # j, and D,r denotes the component 
of K-(c) such that SED,! for j=l,...,i. Clearly, V’={s}u(D,,nC,)u~~~u 
(D,,nCi)uU(P-{C,,..., C,}) and (D,, n C,) u {s} is the component of cl( Cj) - 
{t,}towhichsbelongsforj=l,...,i. 
First, we show that the family Q’= {E E Q: m(E) is not contained in U} is finite. 
Suppose that E, , El, . . . E Q’, Ejs # Ei if j’ # j, and no E, is of the form E, = Ec., for 
some 1E{l,..., i}. For each positive integer j let ai E m( E,) n U, and bJ E m( E,) n 
(X - U). Take ai, b, E Ej such that m(u,) = uj and m(b,) = bj. Observe that there 
exist points cj, d, E [a,, b,] such that [c, , d,] c M - (K u G) and m([ cj, d,]) n cl( U,) # 
@if m([cj,dj])n(X- U,). Since [cj,d,]C M-(KuG), m([cj, dj]) is an arc in X- 
X,,. Note that, for each positive integer I, cl(Uj+, m([cj, djl)) n m([c,, 41) ~0, 
because d(Ujzr m([cj, dj]))C lJjzr m([c,, d,])u X0. By Lemma 2.4, X is not 
hereditarily locally connected, a contradiction which proves that Q’ is finite. 
Take any E E Q’. For each t E E let F, denote the component of cl(E) -{t} such 
that s E F,. We show that m(F,,) c U for some tE E E. 
Suppose that m(F,) is not contained in U for each t E E. If E = Ec, for some 
jE{l,..., i}, then let a, = r,, and if E # Ec, for each j E { 1,. . . , i}, then let U”E E 
be any point such that m([ a,, s]) = U, . Let < denote the natural ordering of [a,, s] 
from a, to s. Let b, E F,, be such that m( b,) & U, and let a, denote the unique point 
such that [a,,, s] n [b,, s] = [a,, s]. Next let b, E F,, be such that m( b,) G U, and let 
u2 denote the unique point such that [a,, s] n [b, , s] = [a,, s]. Proceed by induction 
to get points b2, u3, b,,a, ,... suchthatu,<u,<u,<...,b,~F,,,[a,,s]n[b,,s]= 
L"j+l, s] and m(b,)a U, for j=O, I,... . Observe that for each j, there exist points 
ui, bj such that [al, bj] c [ uJ, b,], m( uj) E cl( U,) - U, and m( b,) E cl( UJ - CJ2. It 
follows that [al, bj] c M - (K u G). Similarly as above, m([ al, bi]), j = 0, 1, . . . , are 
pairwise disjoint subcontinua of X which meet both cl( U,) and X - U,, and 
moreover, m([u;, b~])ncl(Uj,, m([ui, bi]))=B for l=O, 1,. . . . By Lemma 2.4, we 
again get a contradiction. Thus there exists tE E E such that m ( F,t ) c U. 
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We let V = {s} u l.j (Q - Q’) u U {F,, : E E Q’}. Then V is an open neighbourhood 
of s in M and m( V) c U. 
The argument that m is continuous at s for each s E G, is similar to the second 
part of the proof given for s E K (recall that if s E G = E(M), then M -{s} has 
exactly one component). The proof is complete. q 
3.2. Lemma. Let X be a hereditarily locally connected continuum which is a continuous 
image of an arc, Y a Hausdorfspace, f: X + Y a monotone surjection, and n : N + Y 
a continuous subjection of’ a dendron N onto Y such that n(s) # n(t) for any s, t E 
N - E(N), s # t. Then there exist a dendron M, a monotone surjection g : M + N and 
a continuous surjection m : M + X such that n 0 g = f 0 m and m(p) # m(q) for any 
p,qEM-E(M),pfq. 
Proof. First, we apply a technique due to FedorEuk (see for example [S, Theorem 
21) to describe X as the limit of some transfinite inverse sequence with “simple” 
bonding maps. 
Let A = {y E Y: f-‘(y) is nondegenerate} and enumerate A: A = {ys: 6 < a} for 
some ordinal number LY. For each /3, ,8 s (Y, let G, denote a decomposition of X 
into points and the sets f-‘(y8), /3 G 8 and 6 < cz. Since f is fully closed, each G, 
is a null-family. Hence each G, is upper semi-continuous. Let fp : X -+ X, = X/G, 
denote the quotient space and map. Then each fp is a monotone surjection, whence 
each X, is a hereditarily locally connected continuum which is a continuous image 
of an arc. Moreover, X0 = Y, fO = f and X,, = X, fn = id,. If y s /3 d a, then G, is a 
refinement of G,. Hence there is the unique map f,” :X, +X, such that f,” 0 fP =f,. 
Clearly, f ,” is a monotone surjection. Observe that if 6 6 y s /3 c (Y, then flip = ffi’ 0 ft. 
Moreover, ft =f: 
Now, for each ,6 s a, we construct a dendron MP, a continuous surjection 
m/,:Mp+XD, and monotone surjections gt : MP + M,,, y s /3, such that 
(a) gfi’ 0 gc = g$’ provided 6 c y s p, and g: = id,,; 
(b) f$o mP = m, 0 gt provided y s /3; and 
(c) mp(p) f ma(s) for any P, q E MP - E(Mp), p # q. 
Let MO = N and m, = n. Suppose that /3 is an ordinal such that 0 <p s cy and the 
dendrons h/i, and maps mF and g; are already constructed, for any y s E < p. 
First, consider the case p = E + 1. Then ff :X, + X, is a monotone surjection such 
that (f!)-‘(x) is a singleton for each x E X, -{x,}, where x, is the unique point of 
the set fF(f-‘(yP)). By Lemma 3.1, there exist a dendron K, a surjection k: K + X, 
and a monotone surjection h : K + M, such that m, 0 h = ft 0 k and k(p) # k(q) for 
any p, qE K -E(K), p # q. In fact, (f!)-‘(x,) is a locally connected continuum 
which is a continuous image of an ordered compactum. By Lemma 2.5, it is a 
continuous image of an arc. We let MP = K, ma = k and g: = gt 0 h for any y < e. 
Only Condition (b) requires a proof. Since f,” = fC 0 ft provided y’ F, it follows 
thatf~omB=f~Of~Omp=fCof~~k=fC~m,~h=m,~gC~h=m,~g~.Thus (b) 
holds. 
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Now, suppose that ,!3 is limit. Define i: X0 +X; = lim inv(X,,fJ, p) by the 
formula i(x) = (f:(x): y <p). Then i is easily seen to be a homeomorphism. Let 
Ma = lim inv( M,, gi, p). Since all gx’s are monotone, Me is a dendron. Moreover, 
there is the continuous surjection rnb : Me + Xb which is induced by the maps m,, 
-y</3. We put m,,=i-‘ornb and let g$ be the projection of Mp onto M,, for any 
r<P. Then each gt is a monotone surjection (see e.g., [31, corollary, p. 691). 
Moreover, it is easy to see that Conditions (a) and (b) are satisfied. It only remains 
to prove that (c) holds. Clearly, it suffices to check that m;(u) # mb(v) for any 
M,vEM~-E(M~), ufv. 
Suppose that u,v~Me-E(Me), ufu and m;(u)=m;(v). Let m;(u)= 
(t,: y < j3) E Xb. Let 6 be such that 6 < /? and g:(u) # g{(v). Observe that g!(u) # 
g!(v) for each (T such that 6 s u < p. A straightforward proof shows that there 
exists an ordinal 7, v <p, such that gf3,( u) rZ E( M,,) for each 7) < CT < p. Similarly, 
there exists an ordinal /*, p < p, such that gE( v) .@ E( M,,) for each p < u < p. Let F 
be such that F < /3, 6 < E, 77 < E and p < e. Then g!(u) # gf( v) and gf( u), gf( v) G 
E(M,). Clearly, m,(gf(u))=,f!o m;(u)= t,=ffom;(v)=m,(gf(v)). Hence 
g!(u), gf(v)E m;‘(t,)- E(M,) and g!(u) # g!(v), a contradiction. 
To finish the proof, it suffices to let M = M,,, m = m,, and g = gg. Indeed, by (b), 
we get the equalities: f 0 m =fl 0 m,, = m, 0 gg = n 0 g. q 
3.3. Lemma. Let a be a limit ordinal number, (Y > 0, and S = (X,,, f$, a) a transjinite 
inverse sequence such that each f fi’ is a monotone surjection and each X, is a hereditarily 
locally connected continuum which is a continuous image of an arc. Then X = lim inv S 
is a continuous image of some arc. 
Proof. We construct a transfinite inverse sequence T = (N,, gi, o) and maps n,, 
y < a, such that each N, is a dendron, each g;S is a monotone surjection, and each 
n, : N, + X, is a continuous surjection such that ffi’ 0 n, = n, 0 gi provided 6 s y ( LY, 
and n,(p) f n,(q) for any P, q E N,- E(N,), P f q. 
By Lemma 2.6, there exist a dendron N,, and a continuous surjection n,,: No+ X,, 
such that n,(p) # n,(q) for any p, q E No - E (N,), p f q. Suppose that p is an ordinal 
such that 0 < /3 < Q and dendrons N,, and maps n,, and gi are already constructed 
for any 6s y</3. 
If p = F + 1, then, by Lemma 3.2, there exist a dendron Np, a continuous surjection 
ns : No + X, and a monotone surjection gf : Np + N, such that f f 0 no = n, 0 g! and 
np(p)#nB(q)foranyp,qENp-E(N~),pfq.Weletg/:=g’vog~provided yse. 
Observe that if y < /3, then n, 0 g$ = n, 0 g; 0 g! =fC 0 n, 0 gt = f: 0 fp 0 no =f ," 0no. 
Now, suppose that j3 is limit. Let Xb = lim inv(X,,,fi, p) and N; = 
lim inv( N,,, gl, p). Moreover, let s, : XL -+ X, and t, : N& + N,, denote natural pro- 
jections for y</3, whence all the s,‘s and t,‘s are monotone surjections. Observe 
that the continuous surjections n,: N,-+X,, y < j3, induce a continuous surjection 
nb: Nb+X&. Clearly, N& is a dendron. Note that an argument similar to the last 
part of the proof of Lemma 3.2 shows that n;(p) f n;(q) for any p, q E N; - E( N;), 
P f 9. 
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The monotone surjections fP : X Y P’Xr, Y </3, induce a monotone surjection 
r: X, + X;. By Lemma 3.2, there exist a dendron ND, a continuous surjection 
n, : Np + X, and a monotone surjection g: Np + N; such that r 0 nl, = n& 0 g and 
no(p) # no(s) for any P, qE NP -E(N,), pfq. We let gT=t,,og for any r<P. 
Thus each gt : NO + N, is a monotone surjection. Since n, 0 t, = s,, 0 n; and sy 0 r = 
f,“, it follows that rr,, 0 gt = n, 0 t, 0 g = s, 0 n; 0 g = s, 0 r 0 np =f,” 0 np. We have 
finished the construction ofthe transfinite inverse sequence T and the maps ti,,, y < cy. 
Let N = lim inv T, whence N is a dendron. Note that continuous surjections n,, 
y < LY, induce a continuous surjection n : N + X. By a theorem of Brouwer, Cornette 
and Pearson, there exist an arc I and a continuous surjection i: I + N. Then 
n 0 i: Z + X is a continuous surjection as required. c3 
3.4. Theorem. If X is a hereditarily locally connected continuum, then there exist an 
arc I and a continuous surjection f: I + X. 
Proof. We let % denote the class of all hereditarily locally connected continua, and 
7r the class of all continua which are continuous images of arcs. By Lemma 2.3, 
the assumption (a) of Lemma 2.7 holds. Moreover, by Lemma 3.3, the assumption 
(b) of Lemma 2.7 is satisfied. Recall also that, by Corollary 2.9, there exists an 
inverse system S = (X‘,,fi, (A, 9)) such that X is homeomorphic to lim inv S, each 
ff is a monotone surjection, and each X, is a metrizable hereditarily locally 
connected continuum. In particular, by the classical Hahn-Mazurkiewicz theorem, 
each X,, is a continuous image of the arc [0, 11. By Lemma 2.7, X is a continuous 
image of some arc I. 0 
By Lemma 3.3 and Theorem 3.4, we get the following: 
3.5. Corollary. If a is an ordinal number and S = (X,, f,", a) is a transfinite inverse 
sequence such that each f," is a monotone surjection and each X, is a hereditarily 
locally connected continuum, then X = lim inv S is a continuous image of an arc. 
4. Remarks 
We start by recalling some methods developed in [37 and 211, see also [22 and 
231. The notation introduced here will be (partially) used in the proof of Theorem 
4.1, below. 
Let X be a locally connected continuum without cut points and A be a T-set in 
X. For each component Z of X -A let bd(Z) = {aZ, b,}, whence cl(Z) is a cyclic 
chain from uz to bz. Moreover, {cl(Z): 2 is a component of X -A} is a null-family 
[21, Lemma 3.21. Treybig proved [37, Theorem 61 that there exists an upper 
semi-continuous decomposition GA of X into closed sets such that 
(1) the quotient space X, = X/G, is a locally connected continuum, 
(2) the restriction fAli\ of the quotient map fa: X+X, is a homeomorphism of 
A onto .fA( A). 
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(3) if S is a component of X,-fA(A), then S and cl(S) are homeomorphic to 
IO, l[ and [0, 11, respectively; whence fA(A) is a T-set in X,, 
(4) for each component S of X,-fA(A) there is the unique component 2, of 
X -A such that f,(Z,) c cl(S), and 
(5) for each component Z of X -A there is the unique component S, of 
X, -fA(A) such that fA(Z) = cl(S,). 
Moreover, by [21, Lemma 3.51, X, depends just on X and A. Roughly speaking, 
X, is formed from X by the replacement of each component of X -A by a copy 
of IO, l[. 
Let X be a continuum which is a continuous image of some arc (whence X is 
locally connected), Y be a nondegenerate cyclic element of X, and let A,, A,, . . . 
be T-sets in Y as in Condition (e) of Lemma 2.5. Note that, moreover, one may 
assume that a given metrizable and closed subset of Y is contained in A, (see [21, 
Corollary 4.10 and the proof of the implication (vi)+(vii) of Theorem l.l]), and 
the set of all cut points of cl(Z) is nonmetrizable for any component Z of Y - A,,, 
n=l,2 9 . . . (see [23, Theorem 41). Recall also that [21, Lemma 3.41 the set A,= 
UT=‘=, A,, is dense in Y and for each open covering I-J of Y, there exists a positive 
integer n such that cl(Z) is contained in some member of CJ, for every component 
Z of Y-A,,. 
4.1. Theorem. Each hereditarily locally connected continuum is a rational continuum. 
Proof. Let X be a hereditarily locally connected continuum, whence X is a con- 
tinuous image of some arc. It is easy to see that it suffices to prove that each 
nondegenerate cyclic element of X is a rational continuum. 
Let Y be a nondegenerate cyclic element of X and A,, AZ, . . . be T-sets in Y as 
in Condition (e) of Lemma 2.5. For each positive integer n, let YA,, denote the 
continuum formed from Y by the replacement of each component of Y-A,, by a 
copy of IO, l[ (thus YA,, is a result of Treybig’s decomposition of Y which was 
described in the beginning of this section), and let fA,, : Y + YA,f be Treybig’s map. 
An easy straightforward proof shows that YA,, is a hereditarily locally connected 
continuum for n = 1,2, . . . 
First, we use an induction to prove that YA,, is a rational continuum for each 
positive integer n. Since A, is metrizable, it follows that YA, is metrizable (see e.g. 
[21, Lemma 4.21). Hence Ya, is a rational continuum (as a metrizable hereditarily 
locally connected continuum, see [7]). Suppose that n is a positive integer such that 
YA,, is rational. We show that YA,,,, is rational as well. 
We will write Z = YA,,+!, f = fA,,+, A =f(A,,+,) and B =f(A,,). Recall that Z is a 
hereditarily locally connected continuum, and A is a T-set in Z such that each 
component of Z - A is homeomorphic to IO, 1[. Now, let us recall some facts proved 
in [21, the proof of the implication (vii)+(i) of Theorem 1.11: B is a T-set in Z, 
and if P is a component of Z-B and C is a cyclic element of cl(P), then there 
exist points ap, b, E A, and sc, tc E A,,+, such that bd( P) = {f(ap),f( bp)}, cl(P) is 
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a cyclic chain from _/(a,,) to f(bp), C is metrizable and bd(C) = {f(sc),f( tc)} c 
{f(ap),f(bp)} u {z: z is a cut point of cl(P)}. Observe that, since Z is hereditarily 
locally connected, C is also hereditarily locally connected. Since C is metrizable, 
it is a rational continuum, [7]. Hence cl(P) is a rational continuum. 
Let z E Z be any point and V be an open subset of Z such that z E V. If z E P for 
some component P of Z-B, then let W be an open subset of P such that 
z E WC P n V and the boundary of W in P, bdp( W), is countable. Suppose that 
ZE B. 
Let y denote the unique point of A,, such that f(y) = z. Put H ={P: P is a 
component of Z - B}. For each P E H let QP (resp. RP) denote the unique com- 
ponent of Y-A, (resp. of YA,, -fA,,(A,)) such that S(%)= cl(P) (rev. L,,(G) c 
cl( Rp)). Recall that bd( RP) = {fA,, (a,),fA,,( bp)} and cl(R,) is homeomorphic to 
[0, I]. Let < denote the natural ordering of cl(R,) fromfa,,(ap) toyA,,( Moreover, 
take any r,ERp and Put z,={r~Rp:S~,,(a~)<r<r~} and Jp = 
(rE Rp: rp < r<.f4,,(bp)). Let 
V’=fA,,(f~‘(V)nA,)uU{R,: PEH and cl(P)c V}u 
IJ {I,: P E H,f(a,) E V and cl(P) is not contained in V} u 
U {Jp: PE H,f(b,) E V and cl(P) is not contained in V}. 
Since {cl(R,): PE H} is a null-family, it follows that V’ is an open subset of Y.+,, 
(see e.g. [21, the proof of Lemma 3.71) and fA,,(y) E V’. Since YA,, is rational, there 
exists a connected open subset W’ of YA,, such that fA,, (y) E W’c V’ and bd( W’) 
is countable. Let 
H, = {P G H: fA,,(up) E W’ and R, is not contained in W’}, 
Hz = {P E H: fA,, (b,) E W’ and RP is not contained in W’}, 
H,={PEH: RPu{fA,,(+)lC W’andfA,,(b)@ W, 
K= {PC H: RP u ifA,,(b W’ and ~A,,(G)E W, 
and 
H5 = {P E H: cl( RP) = W’}. 
Observe that if P E H, u Hz, then RP n bd( W’) # Id. Since bd( W’) is countable, the 
family H, u H2 is countable. For each PE H, (resp. PE H2) let Wb (resp. W’,) be 
an open subset of cl(P) such that f( a,) E Wk c V (resp. f( bp) E W’, c V) and 
bd( WL) (resp. bd( W’,)) is countable. Let 
W=f(fitt(W’)nA,,)u U W;U U W’,U U (H,uH,uH,). 
Pt H, PtH> 
Since {cl(P): P E H} is a null-family, it follows that W is open in Z. Moreover, a 
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straightforward argument shows that z E W c V and 
bd(W)cf(f,,~(bd(W’))nA,)u U WWb)u U WW2,), 
PEH, PcHZ 
whence bd( W) is countable. The proof that all Y&Is are rational is complete. 
NOW, let y be any point of Y and U be an open neighbourhood of y in Y We 
may assume that y E A,. Let U, be an open subset of Y such that y E U, c cl( U,) c U. 
Then {U, Y - cl( U,)} is an open covering of Y. Hence there is a positive integer k 
such that either cl(P) c U or cl(P) c Y - cl( U,), for each component P of Y - Ak. 
Let U: =fAI(Ah n U,) u IJ {Q: Q is a component of YA, -fAI (Ak) and bd(Q) n 
,fAi(Ak n U,) f @}. Then U; is an open neighbourhood of &(y) in Ya, because 
y E A, = Ak. Since YAI is rational, there is an open set V, such that fAk(y) E V, c lJ{ 
and bd( V,) is countable. We may assume that V, is connected. Let V = V, u l_l {Q: Q 
is a component of Ya, -fAI(Ak) and Q n V, f S}. It follows that V is open in YA, 
and bd( V) is countable. Moreover, bd( V) cfAi(Ak) and if Q is a component of 
YA, -_&, (A,,) such that cl(Q) n V f (d, then bd( Q) n V # P, and Q c V. We let W = 
(fJ$( V) n Ak) u L._, {P: P is a component of Y - Ali and bd( P) n (fi:( V) n Ak) # (d}. 
Then W is an open neighbourhood of y in Y. Observe that bd( W) c Ak and 
f,,(bd( W)) = bd( V). Hence bd( W) is countable. It only remains to verify that 
WC u. 
Since fA,( WnA,)c V and VnfI,(A,) = V, nf,,(A,)= U: nf&(A,) = 
fAi (Ak n U,), it follows that W n Ak c U, c U. Let P be a component of Y - Ak 
suchthatpn Wfp).ThenPc Wand@#bd(P)n WC WnAA,.Hencecl(P)nU,f 
0. By the choice of k, either cl(P) c U or cl(P) c Y - cl( U,) c Y - U, . It follows 
that P c cl(P) c U. This completes the proof. 0 
4.2. Remark. Let Q denote the class of all hereditarily locally connected continua; 
3 the class of all locally connected rational continua; 9 the class of all locally 
connected continua X with the property that X admits a basis B such that, for 
each U E B, bd( U) is zero-dimensional and metrizable; and F the class of all locally 
connected continua Y with the property that Y admits a basis C such that, for 
each VE C’, bd( V) is metrizable. 
By Theorem 4.1 and the well-known fact that each countable and compact space 
is metrizable, we get the following inclusions: 
Recall that MardeSic proved ([12, Theorem 5, p. 5661; see also [ll]) that each 
continuum which is a continuous image of an arc belongs to the class 9. 
During the Sacramento State Topology Conference 1987, Tymchatyn asked the 
following two questions: 
(1) Suppose that X E 3. Is X a continuous image of an arc? 
(2) Suppose that f: Y+ 2 is a continuous surjection of some YE 9 onto a 
Hausdorff space Z. Does it follow that Z E T? 
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Now, let us pose a problem more general than (1): 
(3) Suppose that X E 9. Is X a continuous image of an arc? 
Recall that MardeSiC gave [ 12, example, p. 5671 a simple example of X E 9 such 
that X is a continuous image of no arc. Thus possibilities to extend theorems of 
Brouwer-Cornette-Pearson, Pearson-Ward, Tymchatyn, and the author are 
automatically limited to the class 9. 
Let ,f: Y + Z be a monotone surjection of a space Y onto a Hausdorff space Z. 
It is rather easy to see that if YE 3, then Z E 3, and if YE 9, then Z E x Hence 
if YE 9, then Z E z Moreover, nothing more can be proved. In fact, let Y be the 
Sierpinski universal plane curve [7]. Then YE Y and it is well known that there 
exists a monotone surjection of Y onto the square [0, l] x [0, I] @ .y. 
Note that, by Lemma 2.8, each X E % is the limit ofsome inverse system (X,,,f’l, A) 
such that X, E 9, X, is metrizable andf’l is a monotone surjection for any a, h E A, 
h d a. Therefore one may try to use Lemma 2.7 to get a positive answer to question 
(1): it just remains to verify that Condition (b) of Lemma 2.7 is satisfied. However, 
this requires other methods than those explored in Section 3 above. 
Finally recall one more example which is somewhat related to a discussion in 
this section: in [22, Example 4.31 a transfinite inverse sequence S = (X,,,f:, w,) was 
constructed such that each X, is a metrizable locally connected continuum, each 
f’t is a monotone surjection, and X = lim inv S is a continuous image of no arc 
(however, X .@ .y). 
Recall that a partially ordered set (A, G) is said to be a-directed if, for any 
al,az,... E A, there exists a E A such that a, G a, a, s a,. . . . 
4.3. Remark. Suppose that X is a hereditarily locally connected continuum and let 
S = (Xa,fi, (A, s)) be an inverse system of metrizable hereditarily locally connected 
continua with monotone bonding surjections such that X = lim invS. Let us recall 
some notation and facts of [26]. 
Put PA = {K c A: K is finite, nonempty and has the greatest element} and P$ = 
PA u {U C: C is a maximal chain in P” ordered by inclusion}. Then PA is directed 
and Pi is g-directed (by inclusion). Moreover, if K E Pf, then K is directed by G. 
Thus we may let XK = lim inv(X,,f,“, (K, c)). Moreover, if K, LE Pi and Lc K, 
then there exists the natural monotone surjection ,f,” : X, --f X, which is induced by 
the projections ff :X,- +X,, a E L. Furthermore, fb =fb 0 fp provided K, L, ME 
Pt, M c Lc K. Thus we may consider the inverse system T=(XK,ff, (Pt, c)). 
It can be proved that X is homeomorphic to lim inv T, whence all the spaces XK 
are hereditarily locally connected continua, K E P:. Clearly, all X, ‘s are metrizable. 
In this manner we proved the following fact: 
If X is a hereditarily locally connected continuum, then there exists an inverse 
system R = ( Yu, gt (B, G)) such that each Y, is a metrizable hereditarily locally 
connected continuum, each gz is a monotone surjection, (B, G) is a g-directed set, 
and X = Iim inv R. 
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Moreover, note that the above considerations remain valid when everywhere 
“hereditarily locally connected” is replaced by “rational and locally connected”. 
Now, recall that Gordh and MardeSiC proved [6, corollary, p. 4141 that if 
X = lim inv(X,,ft, (A, c)), where (A, G) . IS a-directed, each X, is a hereditarily 
locally connected continuum, and each fz is a monotone surjection, then X is again 
a hereditarily locally connected continuum. Recall also that the assumption that 
(A, G) is a-directed is essential in this fact. Indeed, in [25, Theorem 2.21 it was 
proved that if X is a metrizable one-dimensional locally connected continuum, then 
X is homeomorphic to lim inv S for some inverse sequence S of rim-finite (metriz- 
able) continua with monotone bonding surjections. 
Note added in proof 
Recently A.A. Odintsov (Moscow State University, Moscow, USSR) has com- 
municated to the author that question (3) of Remark 4.2 has the negative answer 
under the additional assumption of the Continuum Hypothesis. A counterexample 
can be found in [46, Example II, p. 737-7381. 
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